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News Briefs

Since 1908

Asparagus Festival spears over 100,000 spectators

Nation
Hawaii looks to establish a redefinition of family
ln a

state known for its diverse culture, Hawaii could be the

first state to legalize gay marriage or at least offer marital benefits
iy couples who register as domestic partners.
By sanctioning gay marriage, which no other state has done,
Hawaii would be leading the way in redefining America's notion
if family, a ruling some see as a great leap in civil rights
erosion of traditional values.

or as an

Hoku Akiu, a security guard who hopes to marry his partner,
ghtOvitt, said, "Because the culture here is so intermixed, we
used to living together and letting people be whatever they
want to be.'"
Controversy arose in Hawaii when the State Supreme Court
ruled last May that refusing to license the marriage of three gay
couples deprived them of financial

and legal benefits, thus violat-

the due clause of the Hawaii Constitution. The State
Constitution prohibits sex discrimination.
A decision concerning a domestic partners law could be made
y next year.

Interracial couples allowed to attend Alabama prom
Revonda Bowen and her date, Chris Brown happily celebrated

SfTS

Above: This year's UOP tent featured Mind Games for both children and
adults. Right: The San Joaquin Valley produces the largest crop of
asparagus in the state. At the festival, attendees were able to buy the
famous Stockton vegetable.

prom night last Saturday, attending the big event despite earlier

Allison Kajiya

protest by their school principle, who caused a furor over his

News Editor

mation volunteer Mark Ortiz.

remarks on interracial dating.

Hulond Hustphr^, principal of Randolph County High School
inWedowee. Ala., angered students in February when he said he
|
So we re just going our sept would "cancel the protn if interracial couples planned to attend."
rate ways"
According to students, Humphries also condemned Bowen, a
It doesn't have to be perm junior with a white father and black mother as a "mistake" he
nent," she said. "I will be hen wanted to "prevent others from making."
when you figure out thatyctj The dispute gave bitth to a high school prom and a protest
know."
prom organized by the National Association for the Advancement
"Know what?"
of Colored People and the Southern Christian Leadership
"Know that it is time to come Conference,
and get me." She braked hard a Humphries was suspended from school and now faces a lawthe traffic jammed up onto: suit filed by Bowen and her family.
iy.

Candlestick exit ramp. Toman

Viqky Escalante, is that it is a

to see adults and kids participat

community event in which pro

from the famous "Deep-Fried

gathered on Saturday and
Sunday. "We're having quite a

ing in this year's Mind Games,"
Ketchum said.

Asparagus,"

large turn-out today. Quite a lot

Shortcake,"

"Asparaberry
the "Beef

Asparagus

and

Sandwich,"

nc horsed
1 1/2 teaspoons h

Tanisha Carden. "Surprisingly,
tions about UOP and it's great to
see everyone involved."

fry" to "Asparagus Pasta" kept

entertainment, arts and craft

people coming back for more in

exhibits, food vendors, celebrity

tions," she said.

last weekend's ninth annual

chefs and special event exhibits,

UOP has also been an active

Stockton Asparagus Festival.
Over 100,000 festival goers

the most popular place to taste
the tender green spear was the

participant in the festival since its
beginning. This year, the UOP

braved the wind and the rain to

famous "Asparagus Alley."

they really know a lot of ques

"UOP Mind Games," which fea

eighth leading crop.

minds: to eat asparagus to their

tured various educational games

"The Asparagus Festival is a

hearts content.
"Last year, we had over

Giovanetti of the Stockton Delta

and prizes for both children and

great place to come out and enjoy

Rotary Club, the single largest

130,000 people at the festival,
and it doesn't look like there will

volunteer group of the entire fes

be a problem with attendance this

tival. "I'd estimate that we deepfry about 280,000 to 300,000

adults.
N
Coordinated by Jan Ketchum,
special project coordinator for
Life Long Learning, the tent fea

the booths and the food. I can't
wait to eat the deep-fried aspara
gus. It's the best, even if you
don't even like asparagus," said

year either," said festival infor

spears of asparagus for the festi-

tured volunteer students, athletes,

Greg Ige.

Slacks allowed to vote for the first time in South Africa

Erika Ekman

and many other organizations.
"I thought the fair offered a lot

After 300 years, blacks were finally

Senior Staff Writer

of good information about many

W and used them as bait during practice fights.

World
allowed to vote m South

political elections on Tuesday.
Lined up by the hundreds and anxiously watting to entei
% booths, three out of four voters were newly 'enfranchised
ick

voters."

Yo"ng

3 dashes Tabasco sa

and old appeared to cast their vote in the country s

°nal elections which are being held over a three day perio .
is a day like no other before it," said

k tof8'
In a pot sto^yj^yieaf

NeLon

nnd hero of the blacks' liberation struggle.

^ and fair election has begun. Today marks t e

onion for 20
^
a sieve. Add salt Ws|, CI
Tabasco and ho •
for three hours

iedom."
Mandela is expected to be elected the first
forming
a|sin

Mandela,

°unL

celery, green pepP«' put thro

b t

said UOP student volunteer

have a lot of fun. It's great that it
all goes to non-profit organiza

wait up to two hours in line for

11 cups fresh tomatoes

,dish

about five years and each year 1

Amidst the live music and

deep-fried asparagus," said Gary

3 cups chopped celery

sauce

be," Ortiz said.

"Asparagus and Chicken Stir-

"The kids are really enjoying
it and the people love the games,"

one primary purpose on their

napped dogs are being taken by dogfighter trainers to serve as live

»i V, a mrse or an omen"! Parks since last summer.
.
pepper was
Alexander Thomas, 19, a former worker for the Society for
asked, ou
i ^ [aughteti( Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, faces trial on June 2 for dogengulfed in
%hting after neighbors accused him of stealing their dogs.
hear.
According to police officials, Thomas kept the stolen dogs in his

donio»

more than I thought there would

ceeds go to non-profit organiza
tions and other worthwhile caus
es. "I've been working now for

Life Long Learning, sponsored

fC

3 tablespoons choppy j
1 J/2 teaspoon^^e^
3 teaspoons

really busy this year, and it's nice

"It's not unusual for people to

Owners fear dogfighter trainers are kidnapping their dogs

the front dash. to for pitbull dogs in training.
were covered in the sticky
To date, dozens of house pets have been reported missing by
ferful residents. More than 20 carcasses have been found in three

2 bay leaves

UOP and it's going great. It's

to Asparagus Alley volunteer

The Stockton Asparagus
Festival celebrates the county's
asparagus crop, the largest in the
state, and San Joaquin County's

a n d

3/4 cup chopped gree

teering for the festival, according

local attendees the opportunity to
avoid the huge crowds usually

of the water bottle and all

Peppered Tomato Juice

on Friday afternoon to allow

Asparagus, asparagus and

attend the three-day event with

me

professors and employees of
UOP. "We're here to promote

One of the. pleasures of volun

more asparagusj Items ranging

juice spewed out of the loose top Animal owners in Northeast Philadelphia say that their kid-

her

val each year."

This year, the festival opened

1

f

president o

nation, four years after being released from servmg -7

prison for advocating apartheid reform.

^
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Jg* suffers second worse aviation crash in its: history

% b'e tryin8to land in Lbe Japanese city of Nagoy a, _
> fetUed when an Airbus A300 from Taiwan crashed neai
> on Tuesday. Only 10 people survived the crash.
,°u8h
es>

J*

witnesses claimed they saw flames

shootin^

^

the cause of the China Airlines crash has ye
^
pilots last words were. "CAL 140 going areund ^

""ess Masumi Inazumi said, "Suddenly, w tn
of the runway, it began to move strangely

,;.a|* edge

d

and its nosed crashed into the ground.
Japan's
accident was the second worse aviation disas
7,47
r5Aoniy second to when a Japan Air
mcs
•Hin int0 a ^untain northeast of Tokyo m August
<Un
e

i
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Health Fair promotes
student wellness

different health issues," said stu
After two months of planning

dent Yuko Furugori.

and preparation, the Student

The Health Center conducted

Health Advisory Committee at
UOP presented its fifth annual

a student survey about sexual risk

Health Fair and brought Wellness
Week to a close last Thursday in

behaviors of UOP students and
offered free condoms and AIDS
pins for participation.
"I'm really pleased with the

the McCaffrey Center.
The fair featured over 30 orga

surveys. Students are really tak

nizations participating in promot

ing their time filling them out.
We'll have a lot of information

ing

wellness

on

campus.

Participants included St. Joseph s
Medical Center, which offered
cholesterol analyses, The San
Joaquin

^

tent, operated by the Office of

AIDS

Foundation,

Alcoholics
Anonymous,
Dameron Hospital, which offered
body

fat

testing,

Planned

Parenthood and UOP's Pharmacy
fraternities. Pacific's R.O.A.D.
program offered an alcohol
awareness quiz and ARA Dining
Services provided fresh fruit and
vegetables. Also participating
we're

the

Stockton

Fire

Department, Friday Night Live,
the California Highway Patrol

we can use," said Cowell Health
Center Director Dr. Sarah
Grimes. The results of the survey
will allow the Health Center to
pinpoint the sexual risks being
taken by UOP students and to
provide services and information
to combat those risks.
The San Joaquin

I n s i d e

AIDS

Foundation (SJAF) offered con
doms and information about
AIDS and testing sites in
Stockton, stressing that SJAF
conducts anonymous testing.
"We
test
anonymously
(See Health Fair Page 2)

Art Jones of K UOP receives a free blood pressure check from Kappa Psi
Pharmaceutical Fraternity brother Marc Moreno during last Thursday's
Health Fair that featured campus organizations promoting wellness.
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'Leadership in Communication'
presents Sesame Street executive
The University of the Pacific's
communication department and
department of drama will be
hosting the second of a series of
events this weekend entitled,
"Leadership in Communication."
Set to appear is J. Baxter Urist,
senior vice president of
International Television Group,
Children's Television Workshop
(CTW).
Urist, a UOP alumnus, will be
participating in a round table dis
cussion and special workshops,
scheduled for Fri., April 29 from
7:30 to 9 p.m. in the Redwood
Room and Sat., April 30 from 9
a.m. to noon and 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
in the DeMarcus Brown Theatre.
Responsible for the manage
ment and sales of the company's
extensive English language
library of television shows, inter
national co-productions of
Sesame Street and coordinating
with CTW's domestic production
department for worldwide pro
duction opportunities, Urist first
joined CTW in June of 1990.
Urist previously worked with
Emery
Worldwide
and

CTW Vice President J. Baxter Urist will be participating in this weekend's
"Leadership in Communication " series.

Richardson Vicks, a Division of
Proctor and Gamble.
TV commercial veteran Squire
Fridell, also a UOP alumnus, was
the first to appear in the series,
hosting a workshop for students

last February based on his book,
"Acting
in
Television
Commercials for Fun and Profit."
To R.S.V.P. or for more infor
mation, contact the communica
tion department at 946-2505.

Help stop the abuse Volunteer at the Women's Center

A woman is beaten every 15 seconds in the United States.
One in three females and one in six males will be sexually assaulted in their lifetime.
The Women's Center of San Joaquin County will offer a 60-hour training for prospective volunteers to
provide crisis intervention and counseling to sexual assault and domestic violence victims.
The training will start Mon., June 20 and will continue through Wed., July 6 with regular Monday
through Thursday meetings from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
All classes will be held at the Women's Center of San Joaquin County at 620 N. San Joaquin St.,
Stockton.
Women of color, bilinguals and men are encouraged to participate. Class size is limited.

Ton the"same date, a purse
rom
and contents were tokeni

The following report covers
the week of April 15 to April 21,

inside the University Llbrar^
when a student left it unattende

994:

-Theft
for a few minutes.
•On April 17, a license plate
was stolen from a vehicle parked
-Vandalism
AfCirti
in Lot #23 (Burns Tower).
•On April 15 at 10:15 P- '
*Luggage containing miscel- someone brake a window< m the
aneous items and a sleeping bag guesl room of Grace Covell Ml.
were stolen from the sidewalk in
•Tires were slashed on a ve
front of the Faye Spanos Concert cle parked in Lot #7 (behind fra
Hall on April IS. Some ot the ternities and sororities) sometim
items were recovered on April
between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. on
20.
•Sometime on April 19 or April 16.
April 20, someone stole parts
-Trespassing
from a ten-speed bicycle from
•A subject was arrested at
Eiselen Residence Hall.
Morris Chapel for trespassing on
•Another theft occurred on
,
April 20 or April 21 at the April 17.
•On April 18, another subject
SouthWest Hall laundry room.
was arrested for trespassing else
Clothing valued at $250 was
where on campus.
taken.
•A light cover was discov
Tampering with Fire Alarm
ered missing near the South
Systems
Campus Gym on April 21.

Health Fair
continued from front page
because a lot of people are afraid
of being associated with or hav
ing their names attached to any
thing having to do with AIDS,"
said Craig Elliott who volunteers
part-time for SJAF. According to
Elliott, some organizations test
confidentially, requiring that indi
viduals give their names. The
results of confidential AIDS tests
are not, however, recorded in
medical records.
The Delta Health Clinic pro
vided literature on the effects of

•On April 16, So
pered with the fire ^ /
in Grace Covell jtiaij
Ser>
•Someone also
press
the fire alarm system
• ht flicker?
Hall on April 18.
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information provided.
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made .ftantaS; English Li
Department of Public $%iEcon°m,cs' ,. •
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the camp"* dm.

^ "wrc,d"

A stagnation,

tobacco smoking, reporting that
3,000 people under the age of 20
pick up the habit daily. Educator
Brenda Easter explained the rise
in the number of young smokers.
"Young people practice what
we call magical thinking. They
think that as long as they look
healthy, and as long as they feel
healthy, they are not doing any
thing unhealthy to their bodies.
That's just not true. Tobacco
kills over 1,000 people each day."
Easter said that there is also a
dramatic increase in the number
of women using chewing tobac
co, which is a cause of gum and

For more information and an application, call the Women's Center at (209) 941-2611 or in Lodi at (209) 368-3406.
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Va., Chef Bob Prophet
he learned at New
s Culinary Institute of

s a trade

America and
and practiced
nrsir»ti/«As4 at Hilton
tt'i.
America
Head island restaurants.

Much of this is being driven
by student demands," says Dick
an, who has been head of
Roanoke's dining services for 24
years.
The biggest changes I've
seen are vegetarian entrees, selfserve items such as make-yourown waffles, pasta bars and the
concern about fat. Three or four
years ago, everyone was counting
calories. Now they are counting
fat grams," Phelan says.
Getting a certified chef was a
major improvement for Roanoke
College, he adds. Chef Bob, as he
is called, lavishes his customers
with a wide dessert selection of
,,ul
ies and
homemade
pies
"CIuaue P
and cakes,
cakes, fresh
fresh
fruit and hard-scoop ice cream.
Pi
Pizzas feature toppings ofr pesto,
fresh vegetables and garlic with
white cheese sauce.
Phelan says that the proof of
the dining hall's success is not so
much in the pudding, but in the
pudding eaters. "Our participa
tion is up 10 percent with 975
food contracts, and we are feed
ing about 60 percent of the facul
ty and staff."
At Wartburg College, where
Don Juhl has been food service
director since 1966, the fierce
competition from fast food
restaurants has sparked many
changes in his dining room.
"We have seven major fastfood chains just two blocks from
the dorms. We've had to become
more competitive and have had
to really get into marketing or our
business will go elsewhere," he
says.
Wartburg's dining room is set
up with seven different food
courts, which works much better,
Juhl says, than the traditional sin
gle cafeteria line."One of the
most popular is the wok court.
We have six woks set up and
offer a variety of fresh vegeta
bles. We have pasta court with
three types of toppings and two

77QC FPOHIRA

types of pasta. It's all self-serve,'
Juhl says.
Each year during the spring
term, Wartburg holds a recipe
contest for students for main
entrees, salads and soups. Each
day a new entry is tried out.
Anyone who tries gets a vote.
The winner gets added to the
menu.
"Students are eating lighter
and are much more selective than

in the past," Juhl says. "And
very few of them come from the
traditional family where Mom
stays home and cooks. Most of
the students are more familiar
with convenience foods, the
kinds of things they get at fast
food restaurants, in the boarding
schools and high schools."
DiSylvestro at Salisbury
agrees. I find that you have to
have a comfort zone for your cus
tomers or they won't give it a
chance. All of our soups are
made from scratch, but they have
to look like Campbell's. We have
a spice rack out in the dining area
but it all has to have the
McCormick label because that's
what they are used to seeing at
home."
DiSylvestro, who has been at
Salisbury for eight years, believes
educating students about food is
one of his main jobs. "We're
close to the eastern shore of
Maryland and we get a lot of stu
dents from New York, and New
Jersey," he says. "We try to
introduce them to the local food
customs. We'll have a crab fest
and bring in 15,000 crabs in sea
son and serve them up with hush
puppies and fried chicken. In
October, we fly in 22,000 live
lobsters from Maine."
Because hunting is popular on
the eastern shore, DiSylvestro
tried a wild game night about
three years. "We decorated the
dining room, built a duck blind,
asked students to come dressed in
camouflage. But we got some
adverse reactions. Students didn't
like the idea that they had to eat
Bambi."
This year, however, the game
night went over well. "We tried it
again and the timing was right.
We brought in 110 pounds of buf
falo meat, thinking it would last
use a week or two. But the stu
dents ate 54 pounds on the first
day. We do things like serve rat
tlesnake chili, and use the snakes
as part of the decor. They love
it.'
Salisbury serves about 3,500
meals a day to a population of
about 6,000 students.
"Our chef is the type of per
son who likes to take risks. You
have to be a bit bizarre at times,"
DiSylvestro says. "We celebrate
everyone's birthday at once with
an 80-foot ice cream sundae. ...
It's impressive."
A good part of Salisbury's

success in food service is due to
its student food committee that
meets once a week and critiques
the menu and offers suggestions.

"It's a very powerful group,"
DiSylvestro says.
And while the standard fare of
meat and potatoes is still on the

Food for thought: A 90's way of dining at UOP
courts found in shopping malls.
Instead of waiting in one long
Senior Staff Writer
line for a variety of entrees, stu
Universities across the dents will be able to choose sin
nation are serving up a whole gle entrees from various specialty
new way of dining, and UOP is stations. The food stations will
offer easier access to the variety
no exception.
of
foods offered by ARA
A renovation project is
underway at UOP's Campus Services.
Changes in seating are also
Dining Services. What's on the
menu? A modem approach to being considered. Cushioned
chairs and booths may replace
student dining.
"The University wants to get the plastic chairs and wooden
away from the cafeteria-style of tables, offering a new look to the
dining and move toward a dining hall.
"I don't think it will look like
modern way of service," said
Food Service Director Susan a restaurant, " said Presto, "but
we definitely want to bring it up
Presto.
The goal is to make UOP in that direction."
Some students on campus are
dining halls similar to the food

Erika Ekman
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Sierra Resort needs workers
for all or part of summer.
Salary plus room & board.

#(209) 245-4760

Rev. Bob Halley. Pastor
Sunday School-9:30
Worship-11:00 AM
Evening Worship-6:00 PM
Wed. Bible Study-7:00PM

2055 N. West Lane • Stockton, CA. 95205

(209) 466-7997
One month free rent with a minimum of two months paid rent
at our low prices. Offer good with this coupon only and to new
customers only.

1545 Rosemarie Ln.
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How Is STUDENT
SERVICES. Inc
Different from a
Financial Aid Office?

for

CONVENIENT REGISTRATION

AVAILABLE

excited about the planned reno
vation, which is scheduled to
be completed by the summer of
1995.
"It sounds like the Summit
atmosphere, which is a lot bet
ter than the dining hall atmos
phere at this point," student
Ashley Oettinger said.
Campus Dinings Services is
currently looking for five or six
students to form a committee
which would represent the stu
dent population at UOP. By
voicing opinions and prefer
ences, members of the commit
tee will assist Campus Dining
Services in providing UOP
students with the best service
possible.

UNITY SOUTHERN
BAPTIST CHURCH

ACCESSIBLE

NO ADMISSIONS APPUCAT,ON NEEDED

menu, DiSylvestro says Salisbury
State University seldom serves
Salisbury steak. "We have it, but
it's not very popular," he says.
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STUDENT SERVICES. Inc. has a databank

of over 180.000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans, representing BILUONS of dollars in private sector f u n d i n g .
W e c a n p r o v i d e y o u w i t h a list of f u n d i n g sources most appropnaic to your background and educational goals.
S t u d e n t Services. Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, M 60646

STUDENT SERVICES. Inc.
specializes In private
eector funding from
corporations, memorials,
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropic
organizations.
As state and federal
funding sources continue
to lace serious cutbacks,
private sector funding is
expected to grow even
(aster than in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to date
information that provides
an intelligent alternative
to traditional slate and
federal funding sources;
at the very least, they
represent a significant
supplement to
government funding.
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- Thursday, April 28
Student Recital, Anne Neesby, Piano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
UOP Dance Concert, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, SAINT OF FORT WASHINGTON, McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Hawaiin Club, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.

- Friday, April 29
Softball vs. Hawaii, Simoni Field, 1 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, WPC 140,6 p.m.
UOP Dance Concert, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.
UOP Jazz Ensemble, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, SAINT OF FORT WASHINGTON, McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
- Saturday, April 30
UPBEAT Cultural Awareness International Spring Festival, Bomar
Commons, 8 a.m.
Pacific Percussion Day, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 am.
Vietnamese Student Association, Cultural Event, Rotunda, 2 p.m.
Softball vs. Hawaii, Simoni Field, 12 p.m.
UOP Dance Concert, Long Theatre, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, SAINT OF FORT WASHINGTON, McCaffrey
Theatre, 8 p.m.
- Sunday, May 1
Youth Art Fesdval, Knoles Field, 10 a.m.
Student Recital, Dana Brown, Saxophone, Recital Hall, 1 p.m.
Student Recital, Denise Likong, Double Bass, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, A HEART IN WINTER, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
- Monday, May 2
Cheerleading Tryouts, Spanos center, 6 p.m.
Student Recital, Wim Pieters, Tenor/Silvana Chu, Mezzo Soprano,
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
ASUOP Senate, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
- Tuesday, May 3
Rainbow of Cultures, McCaffrey Patio, 12 p.m.
"Quit for Life," Smoking Cessation Series, WPC 232,5:30 p.m.
Cheerleading Tryouts, Spanos Center, 6 p.m.
College Life, McCaffrey Conference Room, 8 p.m.
Pacific Brass Ensembles, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, A HEART IN WINTER, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
- Wednesday, May 4
Cheerleading Tryouts, Spanos Center, 6 p.m.
Student Recital, Aki Kawano, Piano, Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Films, A HEART IN WINTER, McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.

Senior Rick Palmer has been
an intern with Monterey
Mortgage since the end of
January. The company, a small,
three employee lender, focuses
on home loans, both refinancing
as well as purchases.
"I took this internship in order
to enhance my knowledge of the
mortgage industry so I would
have a better understanding for a
professional career in mortgage
and loans," said Palmer, a
Business Administration major.
"I hope to be able to fully under
stand the marketing, qualifying
and funding of a mortgage loan
and to be able to process loan
papers on my own."
"When I first drove up to the
place, I realized that my intern
ship may be what I had hoped for
an in-depth workplace without all
the corporate red-tape, and a
chance to learn directly from the
president. The president, and
owner, was the first person to
greet me on my first day."
"By sponsoring an intern, it is
an opportunity to give back," said
Rick Gonzales, President of
Monterey Mortgage. "UOP got a
bad rap from Stockton. People
think it's nothing but rich kids
who come and get their degree
but don't plant here and enrich
the community. Internships are a
way to prove those people
wrong."
"This [internship] is a good
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Senior Rick Palmer gains experience into the mortgage and loan industry
as an intern at Monterey Mortgage.
chance to get a variety of experi
ence," said Professor Donald
Bryan, Palmer's faculty supervi
sor. "Some interns get to work on
their own and really learn some
thing. It depends on how they use
their time."
"My first week was a perfect
way to start," said Palmer. "I was
able to meet and easily get to

Jazz Ensemble joined for performance

Latin percussionist Pete Escovedo (top) and De Anz.a College's Vocal
Plight (bottom) will join with Pacific's Jazz Ensemble on Friday, April
29 for a special performance.

The University of the Pacific
Conservatory of Music will pre
sent a dynamic evening of jazz
under the direction of Mike Vax
on Friday, April 29 at 8 p.m. in
Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
Pacific's jazz ensemble will be
joined by famed Latin percus
sionist Pete Escovedo and Vocal
Flight, a select ensemble of six
honored jazz vocalists from the
De Anza College Jazz Program.
The ensemble remains popular
and has a faithful following of
jazz buffs who enjoy the its ren
ditions of Big Band Jazz music
from the '30's and '40's as well
as its contemporary jazz reper
toire. Mike Vax, who teaches
trumpet at the university in addi
tion to directing and performing
with the Jazz Ensemble, has
years of jazz experience. Vax
graduated from Pacific in classi
cal trumpet performance and has
never stopped playing. He has
performed with the U.S. Navy
Showband and many jazz greats
including the Stan Kenton and
Glenn Miller orchestras and the
Dukes of Dixieland.
Pete Escovedo is known
throughout the world for his
dynamic, innovative approach to
Latin music, and is no stranger to
Stockton and to San Joaquin
County audiences. He has shared
the stage with many musical leg
ends, including Cal Tjader,

Mongo Santamaria
and
Santana, as well as serving as
performer and conductor of his
own group, the Pete Escovedo
Orchestra.
Vocal Flight performs
arrangements of popular Jazz,
Big Band and Latin selections.
The group has won awards at
jazz festivals throughout
California. Vocal Right's musi
cal talent has won them first
place awards for consecutive
years at U.C. Berkeley's Pacific
Coast Jazz Festival. They are
three-time winners of Down
Beat magazines student music
awards in the College Vocal
Group category.
General Admission tickets
for the evening concert are $8.
Students and children under12
will be admitted for half price.
The concert is free to UOP stu
dents. Contact the University
Box Office at (209) 946-2474
for tickets. Call (209) 946-2415
for more information.
In addition to participating in
the jazz concert, Escovedo will
present a Latin Percussion
Clinic and performance at
Pacific Percussion Day on
Saturday, April 30.
For more information about
Pacific Percussion Day, call
(209) 946-2415 or (209) 9463292.

know everyone. I was also able
to be guided by Rick Gonzales,
who has twenty-plus years expe
rience in the mortgage and loan
industry. I learned the beginning
details involved in making con
tact with a potential client and
involved in making contact with
a potential client and identifying
their financial needs. Rick

ed, it is hoped that participants
gain a better understanding and
appreciation of the area's role in
history. Issues to be discussed
include Banking in Pacific
History, China and the Chinese in
Pacific Rim History and the
American Pacific as a Frontier.
In conjunction with the confer
ence, an International Food and
Culture Festival will be held in
downtown Stockton at the
Marketplace mall on the evening
of Saturday, April 30. Those tak
ing part in the festivities can be
picked up in a historic trolley in

front of Burns Tower at 6 p.m.
and shuttled to the mall.
Co-ordinators of the confer
ence see a potential for it to
become an annual event, growing
in size and involving more of
Stockton's diverse community. In
addition, as the first chartered
university in California, Pacific
could be seen as the appropiate
institution to become a center for
Pacific Rim history.
For more information, please
contact Pearl Piper from the John
Muir Center for Regional Studies
at 946-2527.
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ASUOP Connect#
Student Information
Pacific Daze are here again! Check out the c vefte we'got lined up:'
EVERYDAY next week:
fg£1
Saturday, April 30
International Spring Festival. Come enjoy the food and presert
different cultures all afternoon from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Bomar Cn
This day is a great opportunity for the cultural groups of UOP to con:i
er and show their stuff!
Sunday, May 1
Spelunking at Moaning Cavern. Go cave exploring and rappelfc: L
you have never been before and see a side of the earth you've never rer
Monday, May 2
A special showing of Un Coeur En Hiver at the McCaffrey Cera::
at 8 p.m.

Tuesday, May 3
MTV presents Screaming From the Barrel. Come witness a
and lyrics presented by Professor Griff from Public Enemy, Exene C.
of the rock group X and author Don Bajema at 7 p.m. in Long Has
enlightening and controversial presentation is a once in a lifetime e>
you won't want to miss!

Thursday, May 5
Spring BBQ on Bomar Commons. Have dinner on the lawn ins:tthe dining hall and enjoy the music of UOP's own Fhaceheadfiw6.30 p.m. Afterwards unwind in the Static Attic with a coffeehouse fs
music by John Sirkis from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. A musical Thursday pt°'
you by ASUOP.

Friday, May 6

Big Surf in Movie. Come to the pool with your own «
enjoy a special presentation of the classic JAWS at 8:30 p.m E")0'
movie, but keep an eye on the water-

Saturday, May 7

Pacific Boardwalk. The week culminates with the carnival fro1"'
12 a.m. Enjoy carnival booths, the velcro wall and dancing from9 f
a.m. in front of the 200 ft. video dance wall!

Wha

Sunday, May 8

is. Doubtfire. Spend the evening recuperating from theprevia
festivities by enjoying this blockbuster Robin Williams film in the '
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Aof,™er inforrnation is available regarding all of these events
ASUOP office, 946-2233.
J,™ m inning a radio station? ASUOP is looking for a ^
'lnterested Parties should apply at the ASUOP office.
, .
Student Issues
M
n
ng
UOm 10 the new ASUOP Speaker for the Sen*,
n-u.u° l
ou can meet her and find out her views by attend in?
c
„

International conference brings scholars to UOP
lop scholars from around the
world will be converging on
UOP's campus Friday, April 29
through Sunday, May 1 as part of
the 47th Annual California
History Institute. The theme of
the event is California and the
Pacific Rim: Past, Present and
Future.
The conference will bring
together a cast of top scholars,
students, business and profes
sional representatives to discuss
and explore the emerging, multifaceted field of Pacific Rim histo
ry. From the information present
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Pacific Talks

Boys can't be boys

her/his rights in an uncontested
utilitarian system that doesn't
care where you are from.
President Clinton called the pun
ishment extreme and suggested,
in the morally superior tone that
our politicians must stop assert
ing throughout the world, that
Singapore reconsider the penalty.
American critics cry out that judi
cial flogging is a human rights
violation and should not be toler
ated. Stockton is covered in spray
painted graffiti and "tagging;"
Singapore is the cleanest city in
the world.
I am not opposed to the flog
ging of Michael Fay. He broke
the laws of Singapore and the law
is not unreasonable. All countries
throughout the world have laws
against vandalism, including the
United States. The question is
whether the punishment is cruel
or unusual. I concede that the
punishment may seem cruel by
American standards, but Fay
didn't;t spray paint in America,
he spray painted in Singapore.
American political traditions,
legal traditions, culture and histo
ry are founded upon the protec
tion of the individual and individ
ual rights. Singapore legal tradi
tions and culture are grounded in
protection of the community and
its standards. President Clinton's
comments go too far in asserting
American standards into another
culture. In Britain the death
penalty is considered cruel and
unusual. In the United States the
punishment has been legally
accepted. Different punishments
stem from different cultures and
traditions which need to be
respected.
The purpose of flogging in
Singapore is to deter crime. In
their culture, that punishment
serves its end quite nicely. I can
guarantee that Fay will never
spray paint in Singapore again.
So instead of Clinton criticizing
other countries, maybe he should
be asking how to deter crime in
this country. Flogging may not be
the answer for vandals, but
Clinton has not even started to
ask the questions. As I look at the
spray paint outside my window, I
wonder, might harsher penalties
do the trick in deterring crime in
our country? In some instances I
must answer affirmatively.

Ivan Neal has put out

What is your favorite section
of The Pacifican?

he's a teacher. But to the
kids he's reached, he's a hero.
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On April 19 the U.S. Senate voted narrowly to retire
Admiral Frank B. Kelso II at his full four-star rank. Had a
few senators voted the other way, Kelso's bid for a four-star
retirement (and the extra $1400 per month that comes with it)
would have gone down in flames, and he would have reverted
to a two-star pension.
The Senate regularly confirms military retirement at ranks
above two stars, but Kelso's retirement caused such a fuss
because he was Chief of Naval Operations during the sexual
harassment scandal called 'Tailhook." In fact, Kelso was at
the hotel (if not in the room) where the harassment took
place. During the investigation into the scandal, a Navy judge
accused Kelso of lying when he said he had not witnessed
any wrongdoing and of trying to manipulate the investigation
to shield himself and other high-ranking officers from blame.
In a surprising show of force, all seven women senators,
ranging from the liberal Barbara Boxer to the conservative
Kay Bailey Hutchison, banded together to oppose Kelso's
retirement at his four star rank. The seven took to the Senate
floor and appealed to their colleagues to vote against Kelso's
retirement at four stars. Sen. Dianne Feinstein said,
"...women in the Senate are quite simply not going to stand
for this kind of activity. The days of boys being boys, I hope,
is over."
The women senators failed in a close vote and Kelso was
retired at his four-star rank. But the presence of the women
senators, who more than doubled their numbers in the 1992
campaign, forced the Senate to deal with the issue directly.
Sen. Feinstein is right - the days of "boys being boys" are
numbered now that women have begun to win significant
numbers of Congressional seats.

COP gets a raw deal

The College of the Pacific deserves more recognition and
appreciation. The specialized schools - Pharmacy, Business,
Education, Engineering, Conservatory, International Studies,
etc. - often create more excitement with new programs, spe
cial guest lectures and interesting new faculty members, but
COP provides the foundation for every UOP student's experi
ence.
COP students - with the possible exception of those in the
hard sciences - are generally considered to pursue a weak
course load and possess few goals in life. Many are consid
ered to be those who couldn't hack the work load in the spe
cialized schools. In reality, many COP students simply shun
the rampant professionalism and narrow vision of their fellow
students in pursuit of a broad-based learning experience.
The COP faculty often doesn't get the credit it deserves,
either. COP professors teach far more introductory courses to
a far more diverse student population than do their colleagues
in the specialized schools. Even the Fiske Guide to Colleges
bashes the COP faculty for its lack of excellence; Fiske
neglects to realize that virtually every course is taught by a
professor with a Ph.D. How does that compare to Berkeley,
Mr. Fiske?
So give COP students and faculty the credit they deserve;
to do otherwise would neglect the important role COP plays
in the education of every UOP student.
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— LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY —
Letters to the Editor about relevant campus issues are solicited for publication.
Letters should be 500 words of less in length and contain a verifiable signature,
local address and telephone number. (The Pacifican may publish anonymous letters,
but requires a name, address, and phone number to verify authorship and facts.) The
Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length, clarity and libel. Deadline
for submission is Monday at noon. Bring or mail letters to: Opinion Editor, The
Pacifican, Third Floor, Hand Hall, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211.
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"AAHHHHHH!!!!!!!"
My head cracked against the
bed frame as the horrific shriek
filtered upstairs. I jumped out of
bed from my lazy afternoon nap
and rushed downstairs.
"Mark, what the hell...Are
you okay?" I hollered.
Mark was standing in the
middle of the room holding a
manila envelope. He was pale
and swaying.
"Are you dying?" I asked,
contemplating calling 911.
"I got in," he whispered. "I
got into to grad school." And
with that he fell-over and hit his
head on the couch.
A few hours later I took him
to Mongolian Barbecue to cele
brate. He looked a lot better
after the first bowl of noodles
and completely recovered by the
second. After that, he couldn't
stop talking about grad school.
The opportunities, the future,
blah, blah... I could see his
mouth moving, but after a while
nothing was really registering. I
felt dumb, squashed, bummed.
What was I going to do?
I started making a mountain
out of my sticky rice.
"Hello...HELLO...KEVIN!"
"What...what..." I jolted and
my rice mountain toppled left.
"Uh...call it a hunch, but I get
the feeling you are not listen
ing," he said as politely as possi
ble to a guy who had tuned out
pretty hard. "What's the prob-

Sarah Grimes, M.D,
The onset of warmer weather
is sure to increase outdoor activ
ities such as hiking, and subse

lem? Am I that boring?'
"No, I am really excited for
you," I said as sincerely as
I could. I wasn't jealous of
his grad school thing, just his
sense of direction that I did not
have.
"Dude," his eyes lit up sud
denly. "I left the rest of the mail
in the car. "Hold on, I will be
right back."
"Uh. Okay." I sat there, hov
ered over my noodles, until he
came back carrying another
manila envelope, unopened.
"Dude, I got this for you, and
it finally came, but I got so
wrapped up with..."
"What is it?" I said, interrupt
ing his babble.
He handed it to me and I slow
ly ripped the seal.
California Culinary Academy.
Professional School for Chef
Training. 1994 Catalog.
I flipped through the color
booklet. Past the Academy
Calendar,
Educational
Objectives, Admissions, Housing
and Finances.
"Look," said Mark, stretched
across the table, reading upsidedown. "Financial Aid available,"
he read. "Man, look at all these
cool places you can live."
It was pretty cool. I tried not
to get too into it, but I got
stuck on the course description
pages. Baking and Pastry:
Intro, to International Cakes,
Food Chemistry, Classical
Cooking...

"Wow, you are pretty cool,
Mark. I can't believe you got
this for me, but..."
"Dude, why torture yourself,"
started Mark, sensing my hesita
tion. "There is no reason why
you cannot apply. There's finan
cial aid, and you can get loans.
What the hell do you think I'm
going to be doing?'
Mark drove home as I contin
ued to fawn over the pages. He
pulled me out of the car and
toward the apartment. Once we
got inside, I crashed on the
couch and read about the
Academy restaurants and intern
ships.
"If you don't fill out the appli
cation," Mark said, grabbing the
booklet to get my attention, "I
will kill you." It seemed pretty
dramatic, but I giggled.
"You know what?'
"What?" said Mark, hoping
for submission to his threat.
"I forgot to finish my rice."

Traditional Boiled Rice
2 cups rice, washed, drained
2 1/2 cups water
Add water to rice. Bring to a
boil over high heat in an uncov
ered saucepan. Turn to medium
heat. When water has evaporat
ed, turn to low heat. Cover pan
with lid for about 20 minutes.
Turn off heat. Let stand
covered for 10 minutes.
Fluff before serving.

's up Doc?

quently, exposure to poison oak.
Popular hiking areas in the
Santa Cruz mountains and the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada
are loaded with poison oak.
Poison oak produces a resin
which is found on the leaf. Skin
contact with this resin will cause
a contact dermatitis in suscepti
ble individuals. Reactions on the
skin to this resin vary from red
ness to streaking to blistering.
The intensity of the reaction
depends on the amount of resin

and the body part exposed. Most
often the resin is streaked across
the hands and then rubbed
across the face, neck and, in
some cases, for men around the
penis during urination. Skin
reaction is very uncommon to
the palms of the hands due to
the thickness of the skin.
Blistering rarely occurs to the
face or genital areas.
There are two basic types of
reactions to poison oak. The
typical case is the individual
who develops poison oak every
summer and has since child
hood. The rash generally occurs
24 to 48 hours after exposure
and peaks or "spreads" on about
the third day. Clearing takes
place about five days after peak
break-out with a total course of
seven to 10 days. The second
type of reaction is the first
exposure or re-exposure
after many years. In this
instance, the rash does not
start until one week after expo
sure and lesions continue to pop
out or "spread" for up to two
weeks. Therefore, poison
oak does not spread, but
rather the actual allergic reac
tion can be delayed depending
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on the thickness of the skin and
the amount of resin. The
total course of this type of
exposure may be as long as
three weeks.
Treatment for poison oak
starts with washing of the skin
with any soap and water as soon
as possible. This washing
should occur in a shower, not a
bathtub, as the resin can form a
coating on the tub and continue
to cause exposure. After the first
15 minutes, attempts to remove
the resin should include the use
of an alcohol-based product (
gin, vodka and beer will work).
Cool, wet compresses provide
comfort, especially in the blis
tering stage. Calamine lotion
will
promote
drying.
Antihistamines, such as
Benadryl or Atarax, provide
relief for itching. Topical
steroids are often used to reduce
inflammation. Often rashes are
serious enough to require the
use of oral steroids. Basic
knowledge of the appearance of
the poison oak plant can also go
a long way to prevent exposure.
Do not forget to wash your pets
if they accompany you on these
outdoor excursions.

You should be spending your vacation dollars on the good stuff!
AIRHITCH® has helped thousands of students "experience" the
wonders of Europe over the last 10 -aars.
AIRHITCH® is the source for student trcvelers.

call 800-397-1098

for your FREE program description

Stop at the UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet (or
UPS Next Day Air, UPS 2nd Day Air, and all other
UPS services. Stop at Pak Mail.

Recommended by Let's Go, Consumer Reports, The Washington Post, Rolling Stone..
We Ship Anything, Anywhere.
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We have been dubbed
Generation X' by the national
media generation which is apa
thetic and selfish. Too often we
live up to this assessment, where
attaining creature comforts,
money and material goods
become our primary concern "
said Julie Riewe, Bike-Aid intern
'94.
"Bike-Aid provides a way for
college students to answer for
Generation X' in a positive way.
By taking a stance against HIV-

m/mw A A

AIDS, by promoting alternative
transportation and by heightening
environmental awareness, we can
prove that among young adults
there still exists a vision of
change."
Bike-Aid riders are from all
age groups, ethnicities, occupa
tions and degrees of cycling
experience. Bike-Aid hosts are
people from all over the country
who provide accommodations,
meals and/or arrange for cyclists
to participate in community pro
jects.
The ride includes an AllWomen s route that leaves from
Portland and an Alternative
Transportation route that travels
without a Support and Gear
Vehicle from Montreal.
Bike-Aid '94 is sponsored by
the Overseas Development
Network, a 10-year-old student-

based organization that addresses
local and global issues through
education, first-hand learning
experiences and community
action.
Since 1986, over 650 BikeAid cyclists have pedaled all or
some of the 3,600 miles to
Washington DC. They have
raised over $800,000 for commu
nity projects in the United States
and around the world. They have
gained invaluable experience and
made irreplaceable friendships.
So can you! Applications are
now being accepted for the '94
ride.
***

For more information on
being a rider, host or volunteer,
contact: Bike-Aid, 333 Valencia
Street, Suite 330, San Francisco,
CA 94103. Phone (415)4314480. Fax (415)431-5953.
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hear the words, but unless we
really listen to what is being said,
we will not be able to respond to
a person request.
Marian Thomas concentrates
on listening in her book
"Customer Service." She says
that like speaking, listening is a
skill that we can learn. Many
people have a hard time listening
because we allow ourselves to be
distracted. If we can break our
selves of that habit, we will
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Imagine being able to travel the world at discount prices. Does
this sound too good to be true? Well, it's not.
Students who are planning to travel in the United States or
abroad during summer vacation or next school year should serious
ly consider applying for an International Student Identity Card
(ISIC). The card offers student discount on airfares, international
phone calls, international money transfers, lodging and medical
and accident insurance.
If you are on a tight budget, the card gives you a sense of free
dom because if I wanted to do something, I knew that I would get a
discount," said Shaun Smith, a senior who used her card to travel
in Western Europe.
Lori FitzGerald, another UOP student, liked the fact that she
didn't have to worry about getting sick while abroad because the
card offers emergency evacuation coverage and you don't have to
worry about those major costs."
The 1994 ISIC costs $16 and is valid until December 31.
American Youth Hostel (AYH) Cards are also available on cam
pus and are a boon to student travelers. They offer budget travelers
- usually students - the opportunity to stay for a low price at hostels
located around the world. Why pay $70 per night at a hotel when
you can stay at a hostel for as low as $10?
However, potential cardholders should be advised that some
restrictions may apply. These include possible curfews, dormitorystyle arrangements with men and women in separate locations and
doing a certain amount of manual work in exchange for cheap
lodging.
One student remembers his stay at the AYH hostel in Salzburg,
Austria as one of the delights of his summer travels. The movie,
"The Sound of Music," which was shown nightly at the hostel dur
ing the summer months, drew quite an enthusiastic international
crowd.
The AYH Card also offers global discounts on car rentals,
admissions, sightseeing tours and sports equipment. It is valid for
one year and costs $25.
Both the International Student Identity Card and the American
Youth Hostel Cards are available in the Office of International
Programs (OIP) on campus. OIP is located in the Bechtel
International Center on Baxter Way behind the gymnasium.
Please be sure to include a passport-size photo of yourself when
applying for each of the cards. Small photos are available in
Student Housing on the second floor of Bannister Hall for only $1
each.
Students are urged to purchase their ISIC and AYH cards before
the end of the spring semester while there is adequate staff in OIP
to provide the service.

(See Chief page 10)

Applications available in the Office of Student Life and McCaffrey Center
Student Awards
University Excellence Award
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The First Annual
University of the Pacific Awards
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express themselves with both
facts and feelings. For example,
"The gadget I ordered from your
company was broken when I
received it and I am upset." The
person is stating that something is
broken and expressing their anger
and disappointment.
Another technique is to
become actively involved in the
conversation. Do not just sit back
and listen without any kind of
response. If we understand what
the person is saying, let him or
her know by nodding your head

Journey around the
world at discount rates
Heather Murray

Open house to
display Jedediah
Smith memorabilia

nless it is severe,
y easy if one knows what to look
> or a vine, with its three-lob
During Fall, the plant mayh
ry grows east of the Rockies,
has blunt-tipped leaves that
it may appear as either a bus o

heir effectiveness is que^.

Kp^Amo
...
become mn^u
much better listeners.
Becoming distracted when
someone is speaking is easy.
Studies show that the average
person speaks at a rate of approx
imately 125 words per minute.
We can process what we hear at
the rate of about 500 words a
minute. The result is that some
times the brain gets bored and
starts concentrating on other
things.
According to Thomas, there
are several techniques that will
aid your listening skills. Listen
for facts and feelings. People
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This award is presented each year to one graduating senior who has demonstrated outstanding scholarship and extraordinary service to the university, its stu
dents and the community The criteria for consideration are persistence and achievement. Nominees must have earned a cummulative GPA of 3.0
or higher by the end of the
fester of their senior year.

Univers

ihip Award
afye and creative way, contributed significantly to the quality of under0 leadership, scholarship, focus, dedication and foresight that
la new arena.

This award is given annually to one graduating senior who has, in a
graduate life on campus. This would include, but not be lu
propelled tre

University Significant Contribution Award

University Co-Curricular Award

®'/This award recognizes those students who have made significant and outstandaward recognizes a depth of successful involvement in several differ
mBiMMMiiiiiiitt
contributions to a particular narrow area of the university life and/or that
ent areas of campus life by well rounded students. This award is not lim
of
the
surrounding communities'. Again, the award is not limited to any numlted to any number of persons annually, but keeps with the educational || J
of persons annually, but will be offered to no more than 5% of the
co-curricular goals of the university, and is offered to no more than %
graduating class.
0 'he graduating class.
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Excellence in Student Life Award
for higy her outstanding

his award is presented to one person annu 7
SerVes to recognize an exemplary person wh° ^
T

co|tHh|ition, dedication, general leadership and spirit in the field of Student Life. It
, ^ studentS through role modeling, creating programming, dedication, and continual service.
e
jn dividuai cou[d be alumni, faculty, staff or community member.

Organization Awards
Outstanding Organization Advisor

Organization President Award

the University of the Pacific will
hold an open house and guided
tour of its collection of Smith
memorabilia on Saturday, April
30 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. It will
be held in the Holt-Atherton
Special Collections Department
of the University Library. The
public is invited.
Jedediah Strong Smith, 17991831, trapper and trailblazer, was
the leader of the first band of
trappers to reach California over
land from the east, to travel the
central valley from south to north
and to winter within this county

v

Community

1826-1827.
Teachers of California history
are invited to participate.
Displays of pictures, maps,
books, landmarks, committee
projects and a video "Jedediah
Smith: Mountain Man" will be
shown. Curriculum resources for

Student Organization of the Year

service/ H u m a n i t a r i a n Award

Applications arc
isff

The Jedediah Smith Society of
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Kathryn Kemp
Guest Writer
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both elementary and secondary
schools will be offered. The first
tour program will be presented
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.; the sec
ond from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
The Jedediah Smith Society is
pleased to promote this American
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frontiersman, the first to explore
this area of our country. He is a
hero of local interest to our
young people.
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At the movies
'Four Weddings
and a Funeral'

l*pril28

ASOUP presents 4 Screaming Froni theJ^ar

Katy Thayer
Entertainment Editor
Like the title says, this
movie is just that - four wed
dings and a funeral. Although
this film lacks detail, it is very
entertaining. It takes place in
England where a bunch of
college friends have grown up
and are starting to get married,
one right after another.
Charles, played by Hugh
Grant is beginning to feel a bit
of pressure about tying the
knot, although he has not
found the right woman.
At the first wedding, he
meets an American woman,
Carrie, played by Andie
MacDowell. He is captivated
by her, but realizes that after
their one-nighter he will prob
ably never see her again.
Much to his surprise, two
months later he sees her at yet
another wedding. But to his
dismay, he learns that she is
engaged to another man.
Which brings us to the third
wedding!
During the course of
attending all of these wed
dings, the commitment-shy
Charles meets the ghosts of
girlfriends past around every
comer. This makes him think
about why he isn't married or
even in love and whether or
not he should just settle. He
really does some soul-search
ing and must decide what he
really wants in life.
Fhe fourth wedding is that
of Charles'. Only, this wed
ding is quite different from the
previous three. You will have
to see the movie to see just
how, but as far as I am con
cerned, it is worth it.
All the characters are funny
and crazy. The cast consists
of a demented bunch of
"blokes." You just don't
know what will pop out of
their mouths next. Since the
film is so abrupt, and general
ly focuses on plot, the viewer
does not get a chance to get
wrapped up in the characters
very much. There is not much
emotion in this film.
Although the funeral is sad,
the viewer does not get to
know that particular character
enough to feel a great sense of
loss and attachment.
Both MacDowell and
Grant play their roles fantasti
cally. They are very believ
able and I am sure that almost
every viewer knows of some
one just like them. "Four
Weddings and a Funeral" is
rated R and has my strong rec
ommendation.

UOP's associated student's "Portrait of a Ghetto Martyr" is
program board, U.P.B.E.A.T., is due out in June, and a spoken
excited about "Screaming From word album "Nigga, Notez N
the Barrel," an evening of spoken Quotez" is also forthcoming.
Another performer at this
word with performances by
event
is Exene Cervenka. She is
Professor Griff of Public Enemy,
Exene Cervenka of X, and author a vocalist and lyricist for the sem
Don Bajema. This event will inal Los Angeles group X, whose
take place at Long Theater on album, "Wild Gift" was released
May 3, at 7 p.m. Although it is to wide critical acclaim and was
free for all students, general named rock album of the year by
both the Los Angeles Times and
admission is $5.
When rap music first emerged, the New York Times. During her
many dismissed the lyrics of this hiatus from X, Cervenka released
pounding rhythm of the ghetto as her two solo records, "Old
little more than misogynistic Wives' Tale" and "Running
boasting. The fact is, much of it Scared" which highlighted her
was. It took a group from Long song writing ability. In June
Island, N.Y. to realize that. 1993, X released their new album
While the beat kept inner-city "Hey, Zeus!"
In 1982, Cervenka cokids listening, the words could be
"Adulterers
used to enlighten, motivate, uplift authored
Anonymous"
(with
Lydia Lunch)
and educate. In the words of
and
has
since
self-published
two
Reverend Jesse Jackson, "They
books,
"Poetry
Loves
Poetry"
turned the mess into a message."
This group was called Public and "Thought For Food."
Enemy and the man is called Cervenka is also one of the
founding members of the
Professor Griff.
Griff brought the information Bohemian Women's Political
and intellect to Public Enemy, alliance in Los Angeles.
The final speaker, Don
emphasizing black capitalism,
Bajema
is best known to
self-empowerment, self-help and
afrocentricity. His unflinching audiences for his intense and
spoken
word
pro-black stance was discerning riveting
performances.
Bajema
has
to some and uplifting to many.
Now in 1994, Professor performed his "stand-up tragedy"
Griff's message is more urgent, all over the United States and
relevant and critical than ever. Europe with the likes of Henry
He just released his third solo Rollins, Exene Cerveka, Lydia
album, "Disturb N Tha Peace" Lunch and Hubert Selby, Jr.
As author/actor/playwright
and video/single "Sista Sista".
and
spoken word performer,
These have been his most suc
cessful to date. His book, Bajema is a true talent, poised at
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book, "Boy In The Air" has been bination of the kid I was and the
maker who founded eated Hawaii's A
heralded as a post-beat genera kids I grew up with," says
am very 1
Bajema. 'The title is a metaphor Tenderloin Action Grot;, 6-1tion coming of age classic.
unorthodox recovery probers," says Worn
"Boy In The Air" is an autobi for the struggle for inspiration homeless who face drujtch Bill Maze. 1
ographical collection of prose the defeat of gravity, the things
alcohol problems.
Lccasion and did z
poems and random novel chap that pull us down."
So be sure to The Men's tenni:
Bajema co-wrote and also
ters, based on the transportation
"Screaming
From the Barrt0 successful in th
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Friday Night Live
at Barnes and Noble PESGI
JOE

Alexandra Garschagen

Guest Writer
On Friday, April 15 UOP stu
dents singer/songwriter Pene
Ellis and guitarist Eric Lynner
performed at Barnes and Noble
Cafe. I know you might be
thinking "Isn't that a book
store?" However, they also have
a connecting cafe with enough
space to put a P.A. system and
set up a few chairs. This makes
for a very relaxed and informal
atmosphere. The performance
opened with a few songs by
local singer/songwriter Randall
Banyard. Then Ellis and
Lynner played their set.
They played a variety of
songs including their own origi
nals flecked with 70's retrospec
tive tunes, James Taylor and
Jimi Hendrix. Ellis' vocals
were superlative and Lynner's
guitar playing complimented
the duo's smooth and easygoing
style.
After a while, Banyard per

formed again, this time with a
deeply introspective tribute to
Kurt Cobain, the late singer of
the grunge group, Nirvana. His
style ranges from Morissey to
Martin Gore. Also performing
with Banyard was local rhythm
and blues singer, Michelle
Marcello who had patrons lis
tening intently from the book
store's browsing area.
The contrasting styles of
these musicians made for a
unique listening and visual
experience. During the show,
people enjoyed a wide variety
of coffees, waters, and baked
goods. It was the first of hope
fully many performances to
come.
Their next performance will
be a job fair on April 30. While
listening to these talented musi
cians, you will also be able to
attend seminars on how to pre
pare for an interview, how to
write a winning resume and
several others topics concerning
your job hunt.
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® Bar^i.jeific Tennis rises to the occasion
— ^ Big West Championships
Nguyen
|j^riter__—
Women of Pacific s tennis
f umeyed down to southern
lilia last weekend to partic°fn this year's Big West
Lionships. This highly
Led event was held
en April 20-23 at Ojai, CA.
, thjrd, Pacific roared onto
olirts and came out in third
' 0f the eleven teams in the
^Conference,
the quarterfinals, the Lady
s dominated the sixth seed|C irvine Anteaters, for a 5-0
Junior Tracee Lee
ry
j the courts claiming a 6-3,
win over Irvine's Janet
Up against the always
;fui UNLV Rebels in the
pals, the Tigers fell 3-5. To
mine third place, Pacific was
Led against the University of
The Pacific Women held
Ikrong and earned the third
THa Peace,
, s title with a 5-2 win. Senior
lie O'Keefe proved her
ugth and overcame her
heir world. The film Was m p, which many of the Lady
iy Rob Nilsson, a Bay areaf^suffered this season' and
naker
who founded Jated Hawaii's Angela Cruz
t enderloin Action Group, (
"I am very proud of our
tnorthodox recovery program for !ers"says Women's tennis
tomeless who face drug an) ^
^'aze' "^iey rose t0
ilcohol problems.
occasion and did a great job.'
So be sure
m
AeMen's
tennis team was
aH
sure to attenf
screaming From the Barrel"a isuccess^u' 'n tEie
West
day 3. It will be a great opportu imP'onslups. The Pacific
lity
to experience thesijseede<d seventh going into
unowned performers.
tournament, finished fifth
nil last Sunday. Because the

Men's Volleyball
season ends

Baseball
battles #1
ranked
Fullerton

Christian Collins
Senior Staff Writer

Sam Erickson
Staff Writer
Pacific's baseball squad had a
disappointing weekend, to say
the least. They were shut out for
the first time this year by #1
ranked Cal State Fullerton in the
opening game of what was sup
posed to be a three game series.
Saturday's contest was rained out
at the last minute. Play resumed
on Sunday, but Pacific was
defeated by Fullerton 1-4.
Fullerton stomped on the
Tigers in the cold Friday night
game. Despite heavy winds and
unusually chilly weather, 479
Senior Leslie O Keefe and the Lady Tigers finessed their way to third place
in the Big West Championship.

Tigers lost in the first round
against second-seeded UC Irvine
4-1, the highest the Men could
finish was fifth place. And that's
exactly what they did by taking
two team victories in the consola
tion bracket. Against fourthseeded Nevada, the Tigers
romped to a 4-1 win as well as a
4-0 thrashing against New
Mexico State.
"It was a good finish for us,"
says Men's tennis coach Kevin
Sverduk. "Everyone played their
best tennis of the season." Junior
Adi Kremer, returning after six

weeks of absence due to injuries,
graced the Ojai courts and won
all his matches in the tournament.
Seniors Kevin Smith and
Mauricio Sovero displayed
excellent performances to end
their careers at UOP. The
University of the Pacific's teams
enjoyed another great season of
tennis. The Lady Tigers finished
14-11 while the men wrapped up
the season at . Be sure to watch
for more hard hitting tennis next
season when the Men and
Women of Pacific return to the
courts.

people were in attendance to
watch the contest.

The crowd

support did not do the Tigers any
justice as Pacific came up four
runs short. Danny Miller threw
for the Tigers in the first eight
innings and surrendered all four
of ihe runs for the loss.

Chip

Sell and Chris Amos had two hits
from the career Big West record.
However, the club could not
advance their runners to scoring
positions, as they stranded six
Tigers for the game.
After the rain out Saturday the
for better luck. Unfortunately,once again, things did not go
their way. The club scored only

Friday, April 29 @ 1p.m. Softball vs. Hawaii @ Bill Simoni Field.

Softball Spring Festival

a piece. Sell is only thirteen hits

Tigers came out Sunday looking

Upcoming Events

The University of the Pacific
Men's Volleyball team went to
San Diego to face the University
of California, San Diego on April
15. The Tigers beat the Toreros 31: 15-11; 15-6; 14-16; and 15-10.
Senior Middle-Blocker Jeff
Hall led the Tigers with the most
kills. He had 18 kills and 4 digs,
followed by senior OutsideHitter/Opposite Darren Lance
with 16 kills and 7 digs. Junior
Setter Russell Gan had 49 kills
and 7 digs, followed by senior
Setter Ray Brown had 13 assists.
The following day, the Tigers
played against the Aztecs where
Pacific( 5-12 MPSF) lost to
California State University, San
Diego (9-8 MPSF and 16-11
Overall) in straight sets: 12-15; 915; and 6-15.
Middle-Blocker Jeff Hall led
Pacific with 20 kills and 2 digs,
followed
by
OutsideHitter/Opposite Darren Lance
with 14 kills and 1 dig.
Pacific's hitting percentage
totaled only .303 against SDSU.

Pacific's Men's Volleyball
team played an excellent match
on April 18 against the secondranked team in the nation,
Stanford University (14-4 MPSF
and 17-8 Overall). The Tigers
came within two points of defeat
ing the Cardinals, but in the end,
it was the Cardinal maturity outdueling the Tigers inexperience.
The Cardinals beat the Tigers (513 MPSF and 8-17 Overall) 3-2 :
13-15; 15-8; 15-7; 8-15; and 1513.
Leading in kills was Senior
Outside-Hitter/Opposite Darren
Lance with 25 and 5 digs, fol
lowed by senior Middle-Blocker
Jeff Hall with 16 kills and 8 digs.
Freshman Outside-Hitter Sam
Crosson had 10 kills and 7 digs
for Pacific, followed by senior
Middle-Blocker Matt Taylor with
9 kills and 8 digs. Junior Setter
Russell Gan had 57 assists and an.
impressive 8 digs. Pacific totaled
72 kills and 41 digs against
Stanford.
The Tigers will now gear up
and prepare for the Mountain
Pacific Tournament to determine
the teams final standing.

one run while surrendering four.

The Sport

Management students are hosting the 1994 Pacific

Women's Softball Spring Festival on Saturday. April 30. The Festival
will be held on the Sunken Field, beginning at 10 a.m. during the
double-header against the University of Hawaii at
Bill Simoni
Softball Field. Admission to the festival is free.
The purpose of the Spring Festival is to raise money for UOP's
Women's Softball Program. Proceeds raised from the festival will go
to help pay for equipment and travel costs for next season. The
Women's Softball Program must raise several thousand dollars each
year to help pay expenses.
j,The Spj^jn^ J-gstival is being sponsored by the Sport Management
students. There will be a wide variety of activities including carnival
booths, raffles, special contests, BBQ and much more. Prizes such as
free pizzas, footballs, posters, along with S.F. Giants memorabilia will
be raffled.

Randy Paulin, Tommy Haase,

Saturday, April 30 @ 12 p.m. Softball vs. Hawaii @ Bill Simoni Field.

CK
JOSH
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Monday, May 2 @ 7:30 a.m.

Golf

and Christian Reinheimer all
played after being suspended

Big West Conference Championship @

fWiorn Country Club.

from Fridays game. The Tigers,
once again were hitting the ball,
but still were unable to advance
the base runners home.

Tuesday, May 3 @ 8a.m.

Golf

Big West Conference Championship @

If it has

any bearing in the Big West
standings, the rained out game

^orn Country Club.

will be made up at the end of the
season. The Tigers are 11-3 in

Thursday, April 28 @ 5p.m. Padfic^JOlffl^» @
(ace starts @ 6p.m. Free T-shirt and Barbaque.

footba11 stadium'

the Big West and 30-13 overall.
The Tigers will play a make
up game against Sacramento

Saturday, April 30 @ 10:00-12:30 @ Brookside Tennis Courts lenn IS

State on Wednesday at 3pm and

Millie supervised by head UOP tennis coaches.

State this weekend in a three

are on the road against San Jose
game series.

SAN FELIPE CRILL
4601 PACIFIC AVE.
(1 BLOCK SOUTH OF M A R C H LANE)
N ^ON-SAT 9:00AM TO 9:30PM A N D SUN 11.00 AM

N

9;3QpM

A CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA
PHONE ORDERS WELCOMED / DRIVE THRU

MENU HIGHLIGHTS *
rfjlius

(GRILLED CHEESE TORTILLAS) -WITH SOUR JIE

llffOLU^D SALSA ON THE S'DE.

<
.2.45

IC ,2NAL0U$T
ELSE)
'"•|TTOMATOE5)..3.25
L4llPE (WITH SAUTEEP ONIONS, PEPPERS AND .0
1?5
effl 0R K)RK INSIDE, ADDITIONAL

i

LLtD5TEAK

.1.95

INSIDE, ADDITIONAL

Buy any
Health or
Fitness
Magazine and
get a Health or
Fitness Book
at AiiO

WITH RICE, BEANS, CHEESE AND CHOICE OF >ALSA INSIDE
|(A

JTAS

(ROASTED PORK)

Cc^ADA DRILLED
(s^MADA
(GRILLED STEAK)
STEAK)
i(H|fl

rtCfic/l

ALTHY

[ ^'E (No MEAT)

3.75
3.50

CHOICE!).

EXCLUDING TEXTBOOKS » SALE ENDS MAY 5,1994
..2.50

:R,&E WITH MAYO OR BUTTER.
«DS^A(REFILLABLE IN-HOUSE ONLY)..

....1.75

>5=

...2.25

C

AND

CHIPS

1 MEAL IN ITSELF!).

.1.95
....3.25

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
BOOKS...AND A WHOLE LOT MORE!
LOWER LEVEL • McCAFFREY CENTER
ATM CARDS WELCOME

INTRAMURAL REPORT
SOCCER
The Destroyers, last seasons defending champions Bogorosso,
and Khafji, had no reason to worry. Why stress, they were going
up against Archania. Archania only had two regular season victo
ries and were seeded sixth in the six team playoff. The Destroyers
arrived for their first round game, against Archania, already think
ing about playing Bogorosso in the next round. In the first half of
the game Archania jumped out to a 3-1 lead, but the Destroyers
came storming back to take a one point lead. The panicked look
on the Destroyers face disappeared, now they could cruise to vic
tory. However, Archania kept on fighting and came up with a goal
with two minutes left to tie the game. The Destroyers calmly com
posed themselves and were convinced they could put away the
underdogs. Suddenly, Archania scored another goal to lake the
lead, with a little over a minute left. Archania then survived a late
offensive barrage to win the game 5-4.
The next opponent for Archania was Bogorosso, last years
defending champions. The soccer die-hards were impressed with
Archania's victory over the Destroyers, but were positive that
Bogorosso would crush the upstarts. However, the pseudo experts
were wrong. Archania went goal for goal with Bogorosso and
ended up on top 4-3. This placed Archania in a match up with
Khafji for the Men's championship. The first half went as expect
ed, with Archania battling just to keep up with Khafji. With
Khatji leading 1-0, Archania opened the second half with a quick
goal. The two teams played brilliant defense for the next eight
minutes, until Bart Damner made the shot that was the turning
point in the game. Bart dribbled up the right side and instead of
passing the ball up, he looped a shot from thirty yards that glided
over the defenders headsiand into the goal. Khafji was then forced
to play more aggressive offense, which opened the door for
Archania to score four more goals. The final score was 6-1,
Archania, in a true Cinderella story.
In the CO-rec league, Tri-Delt and Friends completed an
undefeated season with a 14-4 victory over the Hooligans. TriDelt had only two ladies for the championship. Wendy Dushane
and Carrie Kandasamy came ready to play. Carrie sprained her
ankle early in the contest but toughed it out to complete the game.
Wendy Dushane was the most dominant woman in the league.
Dustin Lanz and Michael Medlock combined for the most potent
offense. Tri-Delt was clearly the class of the league and was never
really challenged. The Holligans, who lost to Tri-Delt, featured Ed
Cloyd. Ed was the leagues Most Valuable Player, scoring most of
the Holligans goals for the season. Ed has brilliant ball control
and teams often had to double team him. Congratulations to Tri
Delt and Archania.
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Congradulations
to Delta Gamma's
New Initiates!!!

continued from page 7

LUU'S
CHICKEN BOWL
A LITTLE BIT OF JAPANESE

Robyn Chan
Gina Magdalino
Meg Lamb
Keri Schneider
Jennifer Wells
Vikki Gates
Aron Shafran

Helen Johnson
Kristin Hazard
Alison Norris
Shawna Farrelly
Shana Soulis
Jody Pearson
Heather Davis
Nicole Mathis
Jennifer Violet
Dayna O'rourke
Amber Hubback
Kristin Jamison
Erin Henshaw
Sarah Rummerde
Deanna Stephanson

VENETIAN BRIDGES
Studio Apartments • Townhomes • Villas

BUY ANY 2 TERIAYKI CHICKEN
BOWLS AND CETTHE 3RD ONE
FREE !

ASIAN EGG QONQR NEEDED
Happity manled Asian couple, boifi teachers
wish to achieve dream of parenthood. If you
are between ages 21-30, call Pacific Fertility
Center (018) 687-1302. Generous stipend
provided.

ROBIN MULLERY
KAREN OSTERM1LLER
LISA MAAS
CHRISTIE DUNN
WENDY KUMASAWA
JENNIFER SANTMAN
STEPHANIE SCHOLL
SHELLY SIMPSON
KRISTEN SCHWEIKERT
SALLY LIMBAUGH
KIM COPE

MELISA LUCCHESI
SARAH STARK
KAREN GUIDI
LINDSAY DILLING
CHRISTINE COX
CAROLYN SHIPES
SUE FITTS
AMY SILVERIA
LESLI REYES
ANGELA LOW
JENINE WALSH

CALL 310-394-0550

JENNIFER E. LUPUL

-FLOWERS B Y WIRE"
7135 PACIFIC AVE.
STOCKTON, CAL. 95207

Two Hours Of
Your Time Eaph
Week Can Make
A Difference.
You'Help Save
Lives? At The
Same Time, You
Contribute To
The Benefit Of
Your Community!
••i

Call Today:
For Appointments

Center_Hours

7:00-4:30
<*465-0284

PHONE 477-7043
477 5574

You Con Help
Recycle Life!
Miles Inc., a national pharmaceutical
leader, is currently seeking healthy people to
participate in a quality plasma drive in our
community.
The plasma drive is open to adults age 18
to 70 who are in good health and meet Miles'
donation requirements.
Plasma is an essential fluid of lite and is
used to make medicines to treat pecple with
life-threatening diseases such as hemophilia
and congenital emphysema. Plasma-based
medicines are also used to save the lives of
burn victims, people in shock, and certain
newborns whose lives are threatened.

Ask how your COMMUNITY qrouo
or church can also benefit financially!

& Information.

MILES
Miles Inc.
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CONGRADULA H ONS TO OUR
SPECIAL AAA SENIORS

(REPORTED IN LET'S GO, NY TIMES)
AIRHITCH®

Raquetball, basketball, tennis,
weight room, volleyball, 5 pools,
3 spas & much morel
We welcome students!

2244 Rosemarie Lane • 951-1356

EUROPE ONLY $269
NEW YORK $129
CATCH A JET ANYTIMF

or by saying, "Yes, I understand."
Do not let other people or
things going on around us steal
our attention. If we do not give a
person our total attention, we are
bound to miss an important point.
People can tell when we are dis
tracted, and the message it con
veys to them is that their request
for service or concern is not
important.
We need to wait until a person
finishes talking before formulat
ing our response. It is human
nature to want an immediate
response. Sometimes, we start
thinking about what we are going
to say before the person finishes
talking. Avoid answering too

No witnesses \
doted and senter
enetic clues dis<
Timothy W. S]
quickly - if we do
J :hair, the nation's
maymssou.o.,,,fora.,comictk,n

Stockton Plasma Center
246 E, Church St.
Stockton CA 95203

E&SS&SSg;

HOME FOR SALE, 1121 BROOKSIDE
1950 + SQ FT, TOTAL OF 7 ROOMS
3 BEP/ 2 BATH, 2 CAR GARAGE, STUCCO
/T'LE ROOF, LARGE CLOSETS & LOTS
OF CUPBOARD SPACE. CLOSE TO UOP
OPEN HOUSE SAT S SUN 3-5 PM 931-9619

AA CRUISE
& TRAVEL

EMPLOYMENT

GUIDE
EARN BIG $$$

AND TRAVEL THF
WOHI_U T-HEE!H
(CARIBBEAN
EURPOE, HAWAII,
ASIA!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS
APPROACHiNG
GUARANTEED
SUCCESS!

GALL (919) 929-4398
•EXT 0240.
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